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APPENDIX

E
Software and measurement
procedures

During this Ph.D. work software to analyze the experimental data has been written
in the program Igor [285]. The software consists of one main program in which both
spectroscopic and topographic data can be opened and analyzed. Independent mod-
ules to for instance extract gaps from spectroscopic maps, to compare maps taken at
the same field of view at different settings and to analyze I(z) measurements have
been written as well. In this appendix, the loading of files saved by the Createc mea-
surement software into Igor, and the algorithm to extract gaps from spectra will be
discussed. Around halfway through the research, new electronics and software was
installed, which required a slightly different code as for instance more variables are
saved. In the following, only the software required to analyze data taken with the
new software will be considered. The reader is referred to the Createc software man-
ual for details on file formats and parameters. The last part of this appendix lists
various typical parameters used for the measurements.

E.1 STM software: loading the data

Without going into all the details of the main program, the code used to load the
data will be discussed, as this is the most tricky part of the program. Once the data
is loaded, a simple block of numbers is obtained with which further analysis can
easily be done. Several types of data can be taken with a Createc GmbH STM, each
of which have their own particular method of storage into a file. Below the .dat
(topography), .vert (I(V) and I(z) spectroscopy), .specgrid (conduction maps) and
.tspec (time spectroscopy) will be discussed. The names of strings and variables
used below do not necessarily match with the code of the actual software as multiple
names had to be used in the software to prevent overwriting. It has to be noted that
the Createc measurement program saves both the header and the data after the scan
has finished. If for whatever reason the user changes a setting after the scan, but
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E. SOFTWARE AND MEASUREMENT PROCEDURES

before saving a file, the header file will contain the ‘wrong’ parameters which will
affect the workings of the program described below. In the software written, the
code given below is placed in functions that are all interwoven into a data structure
with folders to be able to open, analyze and save multiple files. Build-in securities
are also added, to prevent errors when for instance a user aborts the load of a file. A
typical example of such a security is:

Variable refNum

Open/Z=2/R/T="????" refNum

if(V_flag!=0)

return 0

endif

which prevents the code below such a statement to be run when the user does not
select a file, but cancels the file-load. For details on particular flags and build-in Igor
functions the reader is referred to the Igor user manual.

E.1.1 Topographic .dat files

A topographic .dat file consists of a header containing all parameters used by the
Createc software, followed by the data. The header is 128×128 bytes and in ASCII
format plus four unused bytes. A typical entry is of the form: Biasvolt[mV]=22.50.
The data is written (in uncompressed form) in 4 byte floating point format in the
order it is acquired, i.e. line per line from left to right and from top to bottom. If
not only the topographic data is stored, but also for instance the current, or the topo-
graphic data taken while the tip moves from right to left to start a new row (i.e. the
backwards scan), these data will be saved in a separate block after the topographic
(forwards scan) data. The total file size is thus given by 128×128+4+4×nx×ny×nchannels

bytes, where nx and ny are the number of pixels in the x and y direction respectively
and nchannels is the number of data types are stored (i.e. forwards topographic scan,
backwards topographic scan etc.).

The code used to load such a file into Igor is as follows:

Variable refNum

String fullfilename

Open/D/R/T=".dat" refNum

fullfilename = S_fileName

LoadWave/Q/A=parameters/J/K=0/L={0,0,254,0,0}/N fullfilename

GBLoadWave/Q/B/T={2,4}/S=16388 fullfilename

Two files will be saved in the current data folder in Igor, namely parameters0,
which is a text wave1 containing the header of the .dat file, and wave0, a wave con-
taining the data as they are stored in the .dat file (i.e. one long list of numbers).
Assuming only the forwards topographic scan has been saved, the data is then put
into a wave of dimension nx×ny, or xres× yres, using:

1a wave is the Igor version of a matrix with data
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STM software: loading the data

Variable xres, yres, x, y

sscanf parameters0[5], "Num.X / Num.X=\%f", xres

sscanf parameters0[6], "Num.Y / Num.Y=\%f", yres

Make/O/N=(xres,yres) topo2Dforward

for(y=0;y<yres;y+=1)

for(x=0;x<xres;x+=1)

topo2Dforward[x][y]=wave0[y*xres+x]

endfor

endfor

The data in the newly created 2D wave topo2Dforward is in DAC (Digital to Ana-
logue Converter) units and should still be converted to Å for topographic data, or
nA for current data etc.. The DAC is 20 bit, giving 220 steps to divide the total volt-
age range of the computer of 20 Volts into. Before reaching the z-piezo, which has a
piezo constant, piezoz, the signal is amplified by a factor gainz. Conversion to Å
is therefore done using:

Variable stepsize, gainz, piezoz

stepsize = 2^20

sscanf parameters0[13], "GainZ / GainZ=\%f", gainz

sscanf parameters0[217], "ZPiezoconst= \%f", piezoz

topo2Dforward[][]*=gainz*piezoz*20/stepsize

In the final step, the 2D wave should be scaled such that the size in Å corresponds to
the actual size of the image. The size in the x-direction of the image is given by the
pixel stepsize, xdeltax, times the gain of the high voltage power supply, gainx,
times the piezo constant, piezox, hence the following code is used:

Variable xdeltax, ydeltay, gainx, gainy, piezox, piezoy

sscanf parameters0[3], "Delta X / Delta X [Dac]=\%f", xdeltax

sscanf parameters0[4], "Delta Y / Delta Y [Dac]=\%f", ydeltay

sscanf parameters0[11], "GainX / GainX=\%f", gainx

sscanf parameters0[12], "GainY / GainY=\%f", gainy

sscanf parameters0[218], "Xpiezoconst= \%f", piezox

sscanf parameters0[219], "YPiezoconst= \%f", piezoy

SetScale/I x, 0, xres*xdeltax*gainx*piezox*20/stepsize, topo2Dforward

SetScale/I y, 0, yres*ydeltay*gainy*piezoy*20/stepsize, topo2Dforward

A 2D block of numbers corresponding to the height of the z-piezo is now obtained,
which has the size of the field of view in Å. Further analysis, for instance Fourier
transforming the image, can now be done using straightforward matrix operations.
If not only the forward topographic image is stored, several loops should be imple-
mented to load also backwards scans and data acquired with different channels.

E.1.2 Spectroscopic .vert files

Having dealt with the topographic images in the previous section, single pixel spec-
troscopic files will now be discussed. These .vert files have the same header as the to-
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pographic files, hence an identical code can be used to load these parameters. How-
ever, instead of 4 unused bytes after the 128×128 byte header, three numbers appear,
the number of pixel points of the spectrum, and the x and y position of the tip at
the time the spectrum was taken. The data then follows in four (or more) columns,
where the first three columns are the pixels number (starting from 0), the voltage
and height, respectively. The fourth (and following) columns are reserved for the
current or differential current (or any other input parameter). Depending on the in-
put, the data is saved as a float either in mV (voltage or z height input) or DAC units
(everything else).

To load the file, and assuming only I(V) or I(z), and dI/dV are acquired, the
following code is used:

Variable refNum

String fullfilename

Open/D/R/T="????" refNum

fullfilename = S_fileName

LoadWave/Q/A=parameters/J/K=0/L={0,0,254,0,0}/N fullfilename

LoadWave/Q/A/G/L={0,0,0,1,4}/N fullfilename

This code is similar to that used for the topographic file, but in this case the data
is in float format hence the /G option can be used in LoadWave instead of /T in
GBLoadWave. Aside from the parameters0 text wave, wave0, wave1, wave2 and
wave3 are loaded containing voltage, height, I and dI/dV respectively2. Converting
the DAC units to Å, nA and nS is then rather straightforward:

Variable stepsize, gfactor, current, sens, modamp

sensitivity = <user input>

modamp = <user input>

stepsize = 2^20

sscanf parameters0[16], "Gainpreamp / GainPre 10^=\%f", gfactor

sscanf parameters0[205], "Current[A]=\%f", current

wave1[] *= 10^(-3)*piezoz

wave2[] *= 20*10^(-gfactor+9)/stepsize

wave3[] *= 20*(sens)/(10*modamp)*10^(-gfactor+9)/stepsize/current

where the sensitivity (sens) and modulation amplitude (modamp) of the lock-in am-
plifier should be given by the user (in mV). gfactor is the gain of the preamplifier
that converts the current to mV. With these four waves, I(z), I(V) and dI/dV plots
can then be made.

E.1.3 Conduction map .specgrid files

In this section the file format of conduction map (.specgrid) data is discussed. As this
is one of the most important features of the STM, the loading procedure of these files

2if wave0 already existed before loading, the first new wave will be wave1, etc.
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will be shown in some detail. A .specgrid file is actually part of two files, one con-
taining the spectroscopic data (the .specgrid file) and one containing the topographic
data recorded simultaneously with the spectroscopic map (a .specgrid.dat file). The
.specgrid.dat file can be loaded as a regular topographic file. To load the .specgrid
file, the path to the file and its header are first loaded in the regular fashion:

Variable refNum

String fullfilename, topofilename

Open/D/R/T="????" refNum

fullfilename = S_fileName

topofilename = fullfilename + ".dat"

LoadWave/Q/A=parameters/J/K=0/L={0,0,254,0,0}/N topofilename

where the parameters are actually loaded from the topographic .specgrid.dat file
going by the name topogridname. The data in the specgrid file itself consists
of a header of 1024 bytes containing several parameters - such as the set current
- in integer and single floating point format, depending on the parameter. The
data itself follows in single floating point format. Both header (given the name
specgridparam0) and data (wave0) are loaded using:

GBLoadWave/N=specgridparam/O/Q/B/T={16,2}/S=0/W=1/U=40 fullfilename

GBLoadWave/O/Q/B/T={2,2}/S=1024/W=1 fullfilename

Directly after the header and before the actual data, a list of the voltage and height
of each pixel point is given in a single column, i.e. voltage[0], z[0], voltage[1], etc.,
hence the actual data starts at row number 2×filepixels, where filepixels

is the number of pixels in a single spectrum. If more than one channel is used to
obtain data from, the data is written in single column format, grouped per pixel.
Assuming only I(V) and dI/dV are recorded in the spectroscopic map (this can be
confirmed with the Vertchannelselectval parameter in the header of the .spec-
grid.dat file), the data is written in two waves and simultaneously transformed to
the proper units (pA and nS respectively) from ADC units:

Variable xgrid, ygrid, xnum, ynum, nreal, pointsinfile

sscanf parameters0[92], "SpecXGrid=\%f", xgrid

sscanf parameters0[93], "SpecYGrid=\%f", ygrid

sscanf parameters0[5], "Num.X / Num.X=\%f", xnum

sscanf parameters0[6], "Num.Y / Num.Y=\%f", ynum

sscanf parameters0[100], "Vertchannelselectval=\%f", channels

nreal = 2*filepixels

pointsinfile = floor(xnum/xgrid)*floor(ynum/ygrid)*filepixels*channels

for(x=0;x<(pointsinfile);x+=1)

wave0[x] = wave0[x+nreal]

endfor

Redimension/N=(pointsinfile) wave0
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Make/O/N=(DimSize(wave0, 0)/2) wave1, wave2

Variable gfactor, current, imagex, imagey, sens, modamp, stepsize

sscanf parameters0[16], "Gainpreamp / GainPre 10^=\%f", gfactor

sscanf parameters0[205], "Current[A]=\%f", current

sens = <user input>

modamp = <user input>

current *= 10^12

stepsize = 2^20

for(x=0;x<DimSize(wave1,0);x+=1)

wave1[x] = wave0[2*x]*20*10^(-gfactor+9)/stepsize

wave2[x] = wave0[2*x+1]*20*sens*10^(-gfactor+9)/(stepsize*current*

endfor 10*modamp)

As it is not unlikely that there are multiple pixels in a single spectrum with identical
voltages (for instance due to multiple sweeps per spectrum), all points taken at the
same voltage should be averaged. To this end the voltages are put in a single wave
(volt) and sorted. In order to keep track of where the original data points were lo-
cated, a separate wave containing the entry positions (row) is sorted simultaneously.
After sorting, both waves are combined into a single 2D wave, (vrow):

Variable filepixels = specgridparam0[14]

Make/O/N=(filepixels) voltagelist

for(x=0;x<filepixels;x+=1)

volt[x] = wave0[2*x]

row[x] = x

endfor

Make/O/N=(filepixels,2) vrow

vrow[][0] = volt[p]; vrow[][1] = row[p]

The total number of unique voltages is then given by absVs:

Variable absVs = 0

for(x=1;x<DimSize(vrow,0);x+=1)

if(vrow[x][0] != vrow[x-1][0])

absVs+=1

endif

endfor

As a last step, all pixels in a single spectrum taken at the same energy will be aver-
aged, and every individual spectrum will be placed in a 3D matrix with dimensions
x, y, and energy. Since both I(V) and dI/dV data are saved, two 3D matrices (ivmap

and didvmap) will be obtained. In the following, a single step size in energy will be
considered for simplicity. Generalisation to multiple step sizes can easily be incor-
porated using the greatest common denominator (gcd(A,B) in Igor) as the step size
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in the file and leaving non-existent entries blank. For a proper averaging, a separate
wave (shadowfile) is constructed that keeps track of the number of times a voltage
exists. As all spectra in the map are identical, this file needs to be made only once.

Make/O/N=(floor(xnum/xgrid), floor(ynum/ygrid), absVs+1) didvmap, ivmap

Make/O/N=(absVs+1) shadowfile

shadowfile = 0; didvmap = 0; ivmap = 0

Variable xrange, yrange, zrange, vcol, counter = 0

for(yrange=0;yrange<floor(ynum/ygrid);yrange+=1)

for(xrange=0;xrange<floor(xnum/xgrid);xrange+=1)

for(zrange=0;zrange<DimSize(vrow,0);zrange+=1)

vcol = round((vrow[zrange][0]-DimOffset(didvmap,2))/DimDelta(didvmap,2))

ivmap[xrange][yrange][vcol]+=wave1[counter*filepixels+vrow[zrange][1]]

didvmap[xrange][yrange][vcol]+=wave2[counter*filepixels+vrow[zrange][1]]

if(xrange==0&&yrange==0)

shadowfile[vcol] += 1

endif

endfor

counter+=1

didvmap[xrange][yrange][]/=shadowfile[p]

ivmap[xrange][yrange][]/=shadowfile[p]

endfor

endfor

Scaling of the two 3D matrices to the actual spatial and energy size is then done
using:

Variable imagex, imagey

sscanf parameters0[202], "Length x[A]=\%f", imagex

sscanf parameters0[203], "Length y[A]=\%f", imagey

SetScale/I z, vrow[0][0], vrow[DimSize(vrow,0)][0], didvmap, ivmap

SetScale/I x, 0, imagex, didvmap, ivmap

SetScale/I y, 0, imagey, didvmap, ivmap

Using the procedure described above, two 3D blocks of data are obtained, which
can easily be used for further analysis. Taking slices at a specific energy and Fourier
transforming these can for instance give Fourier space images of quasi-particle inter-
ference scattering (see appendix A). With a loop over all x- and y-coordinates, gaps
in every spectrum can independently extracted as a function of position, etc..

E.1.4 Time spectroscopy .tspec files

Especially useful for noise detection and analysis is the option to record a certain
signal over a period of time. Loading such .tspec files will be discussed below. The
structure of .tspec files is identical to .vert files, where the data is stored as floats in
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columns. Preceding the data, three floats appear containing the number of points,
the number of channels used and the encoding of the channels. The first column then
corresponds to the pixel number, the content of the subsequent columns depends on
what channel has been measured. If for instance only the height and current have
been measured as a function of time, the second and third columns will contain these
data in Volts, followed by two columns containing their respective Fourier trans-
forms. To load the file, like before, the path to the file and the header are imported
using:

Variable refNum

String/G fullfilename

Open/D/R/T="????" refNum

fullfilename = S_fileName

LoadWave/Q/A=parameters/J/K=0/L={0,0,254,0,0}/N fullfilename

Subsequently, the number of channels (nchannels) is taken from the header file
and the various columns are imported:

Variable npoints, nchannels

sscanf parameters0[253], "\%f \%f", npoints, nchannels

LoadWave/Q/A/G/L={0,0,0,1,nchannels}/N fullfilename

Lastly, the loaded waves need to be scaled properly and the entries should be con-
verted to the proper units (i.e. Å, pA etc.). Assuming as an example that the height
(wave0) and current (wave1) channels have been acquired, the following code is
used:

Variable sfreq, gfactor, gainz, piezoz

sscanf parameters0[150], "SpecFreq=\%f", sfreq

sscanf parameters0[16], "Gainpreamp / GainPre 10^=\%f", gfactor

sscanf parameters0[13], "GainZ / GainZ=\%f", gainz

sscanf parameters0[217], "ZPiezoconst=\%f", piezoz

SetScale/I x, 0, npoints/sfreq, wave0, wave1

wave0[] *= gainz*piezoz

wave1[] *= 10^(-gfactor+12)

which results in two waves with a proper wave-scaling in seconds and entries in
the right units (Å and pA respectively). These files can then for instance be Fourier
transformed using the standard Igor function FFT to visualise dominant noise fre-
quencies as has been done in chapter 2.

E.2 Superconducting gap algorithm

Typical conduction maps are on the order of 64×64 pixels or more, so extracting su-
perconducting gaps by hand will take forever and lacks a certain reproducibility as
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the user can steer the results in a certain way. Therefore, to determine the super-
conducting gap of single pixels spectra that are part of a conduction map, a routine
has been written in Igor. In case of superconducting gap spectra taken on a high-Tc

superconductor such as Bi2212, the coherence peaks are well defined entities (see ap-
pendix A) and a peak finding routine can already be enough to determine the gap.
However, in the iron based superconductors, the coherence peaks are not as well
defined and are usually found on a sloping background, making it slightly more dif-
ficult to determine the gap. Therefore, instead of finding the absolute maximum of a
spectrum, the first point with respect to zero bias where the slope of the curve is zero
was determined, which should correspond to the top of the coherence peak. To get
a reliable value for the gap, this value was determined both at positive and negative
bias.

To increase the visibility of the coherence peaks, two methods were used. The
first was to divide the spectra taken at low temperature by those taken at the exact
same location above Tc. As this was not always possible (not all maps were taken
above and below Tc), a second technique was applied. The original spectrum was
smoothed a number of times, where in each smoothing step a point is assigned to
be the average of its neighbours. The effect is that features that vary strongly as a
function of bias voltage, i.e. the coherence peaks, are rapidly suppressed, while the
slowly varying background remains more or less unchanged. Dividing the original
curve by such a smoothed curve thus enhances the coherence peaks and at the same
time removes the static background. Using maps recorded both above and below
Tc on the same field of view, this data analysis technique used to enhance the con-
trast of the superconducting gap signatures has been checked not to remove or add
information to the spectra.

Not only the first point of zero slope was determined, but also the point of maxi-
mum slope closest to zero bias both at positive and negative bias. Even though this
value is not the superconducting gap itself, one can assume the maximum slope is for
all spectra the same fraction of the superconducting gap, allowing for comparison of
the spatial variation of the gap.

Using these two methods, a total of four maps is obtained, a gap map and maxi-
mum slope map both at positive and negative bias voltage. The two gap maps were
first of all confirmed to match both in spatial variation and absolute value, and av-
eraged. Lastly, the gap map was compared to the maximum slope map and checked
to be similar in spatial variation. As a last check, several random spectra were inves-
tigated by hand and confirmed to give the same gap value as the one given by the
algorithm.

E.3 Measurement procedures and parameters

Throughout this work, the modulation frequency of the lock-in amplifier has initially
been set to 427.3 Hz but for later studies was changed to 969 Hz. The advantage of
a higher frequency is that a shorter integration time can be used. Care should be
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taken to pick frequencies that are far away from noise frequencies. Typical single
pixel tunneling spectra consisted of a forwards and backwards sweeps in voltage (to
exclude lagging due to a too high integration time) of 1024 pixels each. Averaging
of the two sweeps and of points taken at the same approximate energy in a single
sweep was performed to reduce noise.

For the QPI measurements presented in appendix A, a voltage staircase was used
with 31 steps and 5 points per step (leading to a total of 155 pixels per sweep). Each
set of two sweeps was taken in 2.8 seconds. With an integration time of 3 ms, no
lagging occurred. Using a software limited maximum of 280×280 spatial pixels, the
total length of the measurement at 62 hours could just fit in a (noise free) weekend.
As the material is very easily destroyed, Vsample and Iset were chosen at 100 mV and
30 pA respectively. Larger currents will reduce both the noise and the success rate.

In topographic imaging mode, the scan speed was set to 1500 Å/sec for nearly all
measurements, which was the highest speed where no deformation effects occurred.

The parameters used in the automated approach module of the Createc software
are: ∼10 V pulse height, ∼0.001 sec pulse duration, 0.3 seconds per burst and 1 burst
at a time. The z-gain of the high voltage amplifier is set to 3. Tunneling contact
was typically established within an hour. Larger steps by taking either a higher
burst count or higher pulse height often resulted in tip crashes. On the pnictides
Vsample and Iset during approach were typically set to 50 mV and 40 pA respectively,
settings which were also used for subsequent imaging and spectroscopic mapping.
The manganites were usually approached using Vsample = 250 mV and Iset = 100 pA.

As mentioned in appendix A, LEED images taken in the STM chamber should be
mirrored in the vertical axis to match the STM orientation. The ∼5b supermodulation
in pristine Bi2212 has been used to exclude any other set of rotations and translations
to get a match between LEED and STM.
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